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The depolarization ratio detected at locally generated dust layers and long-range transported 
Asian dust layers were compared to differentiate them with Mie-scattering lidar observations. In 
Japan the spring season (Mar--May) is the most probable months for Asian dust particles which 
were transported from dry and semi-dry arid regions in the inner Eurasian continent, including 
Gobi and Taklamakan deserts. On the other hand, locally generated dust, generated strong 
southerly winds in early spring (Feb--Mar) is frequently observed in Kanto plain around Tokyo 
metropolitan area. A different environmental impact, especially for human health, among them is 
expected because the size distributions of two dust components are different. Dominant particle 
size for locally generated dust is almost comparable to that of pollen (~30 micrometers), but for 
transported Asian dust is several micrometers. 

AD-Net, the Asian dust and aerosol lidar observation network produces dust extinction 
coefficient to express the density of sand dust particles in the troposphere. Even when locally 
dust occurs the dust extinction coefficient is enhanced. To utilize it more efficiently, an index 
which differentiates local and transported dust should be generated without auxiliary information 
such as meteorological conditions. 

In this study, both depolarization ratio and color ratio obtained from AD-Net were statistically 
analyzed on two periods, local dust events and transported dust events. 

The particulate depolarization ratio (PDR) detected during Asian dust periods were mainly below 
0.4, and the ratio during locally generated dust periods were more than 0.4. Thus, PDR is useful 
to differentiate two kinds of dust layers from Mie-scattering lidar observations. Apparent color 
ratio, the ratio between attenuated backscatter coefficients at 1064 nm and 532 nm, also showed 
different frequency distributions during two kinds of events, but it fluctuated in vertical direction 
in a single observed profile. Locally generated dust is most frequently observed by AD-Net 
lidars in Kanto area. 

 


